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My Journey to Becoming a Patient
Advocate
• Lifelong treatment of
infections due to cystic
fibrosis
• Background has allowed
me to pursue research
involvement
opportunities as a
patient advocate

The European business
conference
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Receiving an Experimental Therapy
• I was not supported by my physician
• If I wasn’t equipped with the
understanding and prior experience
communicating with researchers,
wouldn’t have pursued this sort of
treatment
• Patients can’t take on roles as
patient leaders without the
understanding of their importance
and value in their own health
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Our Value as Patients
• Patients need to be supported
and encouraged to take
initiatives
• Once patients begin to take
active roles in their own
health, they become more
invested in learning about and
trying to solve the problems in
their care and on behalf of
other patients with their
disease
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What is a Patient Leader/Officer
•

Being a patient leader does require assertiveness and motivation because
rarely do opportunities for collaboration come to us and often do we
have to ask and show interest in being involved

•

A Chief patient officer should be given the power to implement change in
an organization/company on behalf of the good of a patient population

•

This would require the pharmaceutical and research industry to recognize
patients as important players in making weighted decisions to illicit
changes in research goals and strategy of a company
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How to Shift to a New Era of Patient Co-creation

Cocreation is working together
with patients and industry to
identify problems, how to solve
them, and modifying the process
constantly as needed

Industry need to be incentivized.
Assurance that their product or
service will have greater uptake
with patient groups or at least an
increased trust and connection
with the patients they target

Patients need to be assured that
their engagement will result in
implemented changes in a given
organization or company. This is
how they will see their value
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Listen and Encourage Patients
Patients are eager to understand more, advance their knowledge about
treatments available, and improve their own health outcomes, but guidance
is needed
Industry is headed toward a more patient centric approach, almost all
companies have patient advocacy and engagement teams, but listening to
and encourage patients is how it begins
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